
The services for people who are experiencing mental health difficulties are not fit 

for purpose. 

I have no idea where you start but to be frank what is available is not enough. On 

paper the service that ought to be offered is great but in reality it doesn’t happen. 

Having had experience of trying to access services for close family members I 

know that the service is hit and miss and reliant on how sick you are or appear to 

be, 

• Everyone needs to be able to access a service IMMEDIATELY. The very 

notion of talking to someone legitimises the person who is sick and that is so 

important.  

• Services need to be local not 80k away as it was in our case. A 

multidisciplinary approach is vital and the entire family needs to be onboard 

to help. The immediate family are often the ones carrying the can for the 

service and left in a very precarious position of not knowing what is 

happening and left to cope with someone who is very ill without any 

knowledge or support. 

• Staff need to treat the patient with respect. Noone wants to be that ill and 

they need to supported. Staff need to be paid properly so they are 

encouraged to stay and feel their job is valued. That has a positive impact on 

the care- and I use the word care not service- provided to patients. The 

arrogance of staff towards my young daughter was shocking and when it was 

brought to their attention it made things worse for her. The unit she was 

placed in was understaffed meaning young people had to stay in their rooms 

for long periods. A breath of fresh air/conversation with anyone/art or 

craft  was out of the question. Anyone accessing services in hospital should 

be kept informed of what is happening - very basic requirement. 

• Care needs to be patient based and individual. A paper trail is not enough. 

The staff providing care, need to be accountable for their work and they 

aren’t. Whilst I appreciate they may be extremely busy that does not 

excuse the lack of transparency in the service. I would like to know who they 

are answerable to as it isn’t always clear. When we questioned a service 2 



years ago we were left waiting a long time for an answer. We got a reply but 

it wasn’t appropriate at all. 

•  Our local CAMHS department really tried to help us. The staff were well 

intentioned but were let down by their colleagues in Dublin whose disinterest 

was shocking. We had nowhere else to go but Dublin which was distressing as 

it was so far from our home.  

• As a teenager my daughter got reasonable care. As an adult on her first 

appointment at the adult services she was told she would be transferred 

back to her GP. It was as though her history didn’t exist. She had to fight to 

stay within services and have the support she deserves and is entitled to. 

 

 


